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   Maths Is All Around You 
     160553    ............................................................................................    $45.50 

 

  Intended for early childhood educators to explore and investigate maths concepts to 
enrich children’s experiences and extend their current thinking and learning. 112 pages.  
 Size: 205 x 292mm    

 Designed so that children can trace with their fingers. 
Made in Australia from UV resistant, coloured 
medium-density fibreboard (MDF) and supplied in 

a Pine storage box. 

   Engaging with Mathematics through Picture Books   
   160607    ............................................................................................    $49.95 
   Rich mathematical and literary experiences for children. 96 pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    

............................................................................................  $49.95 
  Rich mathematical and literary experiences for children. 96 pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    

   Masterkidz 1 to 10 Number Learning Set 

      133635   37pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $199.95 

 

  A set of solid wooden numbers perfect for the development of number learning, number sequencing and simple mathematical skills. The set includes numbers from 1 to 10. The height 
of each number is proportional to the respective number quantity. For example, the height of number five is equal to the height of the number 2 & 3 stacked on top of each other as well 
as 4 & 1. Learn the concepts of quantity and simple addition and subtraction. “Feel” 1 + 1 = 2 by physically touching the pieces or by visually comparing their heights. The numbers 
are made of European Beech Wood. The 37 piece set includes: 32 number pieces, 3 dice, 1 guide book and 1 wooden storage tray. Box measures 41 x 20 x 5cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Memory Game 
     124445   Numbers 1-20  .......................................................................    $31.95 

 

  Improve number and colour recognition while using and learning logic and concentration 
to match pairs. Made from Beech wood, these beautiful wooden discs are screen 
printed for durability. 10 pairs per set.   Size: 5cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Voila Wooden Number Tray Puzzle 
     146926   21pcs  ...................................................................................    $25.95 

 

  Children will enjoy learning their numbers by matching the insects, birds and animals 
to the correct digits. The jigsaw pieces fit neatly into a wooden tray.   Size: 22 x 27.6 
x 2cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Finger Tracing Cards 
      132135   Numbers 10pcs  .....................................................................    $69.95 

 
  Count from one to ten with these wooden number cards. Includes 10 moisture resistant 
cards.       

height of each 
number is in 

proportion to the 
respective number 

quantity10 = 4+6
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   Wooden Montessori 
Counting Rods 

     148074    ............................................................................................    $42.95 

 

  The famous Montessori counting rods are not only good for improving counting skills but 
also for learning basic mathematic concepts. All pieces are well sized, brightly coloured 
and printed on both sides. Made from plantation timber, using non-toxic materials.   Size: 
36 x 32.5 x 3cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Felt Balls 
      137087   Numeracy 44pcs  ...................................................................    $59.95 

 

  A colourful felt ball number set with maths symbols. Introduce numeracy in a fun and 
colourful way. The felt balls can also be colour sorted for younger children or used as a 
number recognition game.   Size: 3cm Dia    

   Natural Wooden
 Letters & Numbers Box Set 

  

    136800   280pcs  ...............................................................................    $479.95 

 

  Explore the many literacy and numeracy learning opportunities with this huge classroom 
natural set of 280 wooden letter and number tiles. Each wooden tile is 5.5cm square x 
1cm thick, light and smooth to touch and made from Alstonia wood, a renewable and 
sustainable resource native to the tropics. The set contains 100 upper case letters, 100 
lower case letters, 60 numbers and 20 operators (= x - + ÷) and is supplied in a solid 
wooden box with double hinged doors. Frequently used letters such as a and e have 
extra letters provided. Encourage children recognise letters and sort them into words 
and/or sentences and practise pronouncing them, or simply spell out their own name 
by arranging the tiles. Numeracy skills such as recognising numbers, counting, solving 
number problems, sorting, noticing patterns, adding and subtracting numbers and so on, 
can be developed with the aid of this set. Box measures 45 x 50 x 9cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Tactile Letters, 
Numbers & Shapes Panel Set 

  
    133632   40pcs  .................................................................................    $134.95 

 

  A set of high quality engraved solid Birch wooden tiles providing a visual and tactile 
experience to help children learn about letters, numbers and a variety of basic shapes. 
Children can finger trace and learn about upper case letters on one side and lower case 
on the reverse, while the number tiles have various geometric symbols or mathematical 
symbols on the reverse side. Each smooth, rounded tile measures 7cm square and is a 
chunky 1cm thick. Supplied in a convenient strong Birch Ply storage tray measuring 41 
x 20 x 5.5cmH      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Translucent Numbers & Letters Set 

  
    133629   38pcs  ...................................................................................    $99.95 

 

  Brighten up learning, with this high quality colourful translucent letter and number set. 
A perfect combination with LED Light Panels as pieces are made of durable acrylic 
in precise colours so that children can also learn about colour mixing: red + yellow 
= orange, etc. The set comes in a sturdy, stackable Birch Ply wooden storage box.  
 Size: 22 x 20 x 9cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Counting Stairs 
     148066   30 x 8 x 12cmH  ....................................................................    $31.95 

 

  Playing with these colourful shapes provides children with a hands on demonstration 
of geometric and numeral recognition and counting along with colour matching. 
Montessori inspired.      Age: 3+ yrs 

can be developed with the aid of this set. Box measures 45 x 50 x 9cmH.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Masterkidz Translucent Numbers & Letters Set 
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   Quercetti Magnetic Numbers   
   131677   Quercetti Magnetic Numbers   48pcs  .    $14.95 
      Size: 3.5cm    

   131678   Quercetti Magnetic Shapes   49pcs  ...    $14.95 
      Size: 1.5 to 9.5cm    

   Masterkidz Fingers Counting Board 

  
    133608    ................................................     $42.95 

 

  This Finger Counting Board represents left and right 
hands. Each finger is numbered on both sides in numbers 
and words. A great resource for the little ones to learn 
about hands, fingers and counting.   Size: 28 x 28cm  
 Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Numbering Snake Puzzle 
Board 

  
    133609    ................................................     $39.95 

 

  Beautiful and chunky wooden pieces starting from 0 to 
10, turn into a snake when the pieces are placed on 
the board in the correct sequence. Scale complexity by 
completing on or off the self correcting board. Wooden 
pieces are rounded and made of sustainable European 
Beech.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   131671   Quercetti Magnetic Boards   6pk  ....    $99.95 

 

  A world of magnetic toys to familiarize children with 
written language. Quercetti magnetic toys help build 
cognitive skills to learn to read, write, count and create 
patterns. A classic magnetic whiteboard with a shock-
absorbing large format plastic frame.   Size: 35 x 25cmH  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   COKO Numbers 1 to 10 

  
   132521A   30pcs  ........................     $21.95 

 

  Use to help identify and distinguish numbers 
by sets of dots, words and digits. Foundation 
script. Base plate not included (Compatible 
with all COKO Base plates). Teachers notes 
included.   Size: 3.5cm   Age: 4+ yrs 

   COKO Base Plate 
   132501C   Large 18 x 18 Studs  .....    $18.95 
      Size: 28.5 x 28.5cm    

   132509   Medium 12 x 12 Studs  .    $10.95 
      Size: 16 x 16cm    

   Early Learning Flashcards Set   
   138742   LCBF Alphabet & Numbers Flashcards 1 to 10   65pcs      $9.95 
   138743   LCBF Colours, Shapes & Early Numbers Flashcards   65pcs      $9.95 
   138743T   Early Learning Flashcards Set   130pcs  ......................................     $17.95 

 

  The bright, familiar illustrations on these flashcards are designed to appeal to young 
children learning the alphabet, colours, shapes and numbers 1-10. This value set 
includes the 65 piece Alphabet & Numbers and 65 piece Colours, Shapes & Early 
Numbers flashcard set.       

   Masterkidz 1 to 5 Numbers Learning 
Magnetic Maze 

  
    133599    ................................................     $59.95 

 

  Colour matching by numbers. Move the coloured beads 
using the magnetic want to the respective numbers. 
Through play, learn about numbers and quantity. Develops 
fine motor skills and concentration. Self correction made 
easy as the right number of coloured beads match the 
correct coloured number. Made of sustainable European 
Beech plywood.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Voila Colourful 
Clown 

  
   146913   14.5 x 22 x 7.5cm  ....................     $36.95 

 

  A wooden pegboard with four stacks of geometric 
shapes that make up a funny clown. Each shape has 
four pieces of various colours and the four faces have 
different expressions. Teaches children to distinguish 
shapes and colours.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  14.5 x 22 x 7.5cm   $36.95 
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   LCBF Giant 
Wooden Dice 

     139062A   Jar of 16  ...................................     $24.95 

 
  Wooden dice with rounded corners in 4 different colours, 
supplied in a handy plastic jar.   Size: 25mm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Bingo Game 

      143311   247pcs  ............................................................................................................................    $79.95 

 

  Everyone loves Bingo. A wonderful choice for a classroom game, as it can involve anywhere from 2 to 18 players, not 
including a Bingo Caller. Bingo can be played to win with different outcomes, from filling the entire card to playing in 
a line and is also a beneficial tool for teaching numeracy. Contains a 23cm Bingo cage, 2 game boards, 18 playing 
cards, 75 wooden balls, 150 Bingo chips and list of rules.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Shape Sorter Bar 
     148008   30 x 8 x 7cmH  ......................................................................    $28.95 

 
  Children will have hours of fun sorting these rainbow rings into the right core shapes. 
Good toys for little boys and girls to learn about shapes and colours.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Wooden Shape & Size Board 
     148005   19 x 19 x 6cmH 17pcs  ..........................................................    $27.95 

 

  This young-engineer board is a great toy for young minds to have fun with shapes, 
colours and length and to develop shape and size discrimination and the gross motor 
skill of grasp and release.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Wooden Rainbow Engineering Blocks 
     148050   21 x 21 x 15cmH  ..................................................................    $59.95 

 

  This set of 25 Rainbow coloured wooden blocks are in ascending height. Great use for 
either building blocks or to use for colour recognitions and early maths skills. Smallest 
block is 4 x 4cm.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden 3D Sorting Board 
      148067   32 x 37 x 10cmH  ..................................................................    $59.95 

 

  Inspired from Montessori, this sorting, nesting and stacking board is an all in one toy for 
toddlers. The toy features beautiful bright gradient colours, sturdy good size blocks for 
little hands.      Age: 2+ yrs 
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   Hape Rainbow Bead Abacus 
     133943   32cmH  .....................................     $31.95 

 

  Quality wooden made abacus featuring bright rainbow 
beads. Ideal for introducing patterning, addition, 
subtraction and counting.   Size: 12 x 25.5 x 32cmH    

   Santoys 
Giant Abacus 

  
   132580   92cmH  ...................................     $209.95 

 

  This giant abacus is great for group play. It helps 
children learn hand-eye coordination, counting and 
colour recognition. The stand can be assembled in 
two different positions. Colours and designs may vary.  
 Size: 50 x 56 x 92cmH    

   Giant Wooden Abacus 

  
    143310   86cmH  .....................................     $99.95 

 

  This beautiful wooden abacus is a great way to teach 
little ones about counting, colours, patterns and more. 
Brightly coloured wooden beads that slide smoothly, 
as little fingers move them back and forth to develop 
intellectual and motor skills.   Size: 47 x 28 x 86cmH    

   Montessori Wooden Sorting Bowls 

  
    148080   10pcs  ........................................    $59.95 

 

  This Montessori-inspired balls and bowls set is not only 
great for fine motor skill development at a young age but 
also a good tool for colour recognition and sorting. It’s a 
great matching game also. All made of plantation timber, 
using non-toxic materials. Each ball is 4.5cm and bowl is 
6cm wide.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Blocks & Cups       133590   Circle  ............................................................................................................................    $119.95 
      Size: 20 x 21 x 5.5cmH    
    133591   Square  ...........................................................................................................................    $119.95 

 

  Expertly designed to engage children in developing an understanding of sequencing, memory recall, matching, 
prediction, problem solving and fine motor skills. A set of 9 wooden cups in assorted colours. Made of European wood 
and supplied in a sturdy wooden storage box, along with instruction cards and a handy guide book.   Size: 20 x 20 
x 5.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

  $119.95 

   Grimm’s Large Sorting Game 

  
   139956   26pcs  .................................................................................    $129.95 

 

  This game aids in the development of fine motor skills and hand eye coordination. 
Young children love to put the objects in and take them out of the 8cm bowls. Sorting 
by colours into the bowls is a natural next step and the figures can be matched to the 
shapes in the frame like a puzzle. Made from Lime wood and finished with a non-toxic 
plant based oil.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Size Block Set 

     148075   28 x 3 x 15cm  ......................................................................    $27.95 

 

  This set of 7 rainbow coloured blocks contain 7 chunky wooden blocks in ascending 
lengths. Can be used for colour recognition and ideal for independent learning when 
exploring length and sequence with easy self correction. All materials used are child-safe 
and non-toxic.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Wooden Size Block Set 

  Santoys 
Giant Abacus 
  Santoys 
Giant Abacus 
  Santoys 
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 Sorting & Counting 

   Sorting & Mixing Bowls 
     112226C   Set of 6  .....................................     $15.95 

 
  Colourful set of six 15cm diameter multi-purpose bowls, 
great for sorting and maths activities.       

   Magnetic Translucent Counting Chips Tub 
     131785   500pcs  .....................................     $39.95 

 
  Great for counting, sorting or stacking. A handy maths 
resource.   Size: 2cm    

   LCBF Australian Animals Counters Jar 

     112479   120pcs  .....................................     $43.95 

 

  These brightly coloured plastic Australian animals are fun 
while learning pairing, matching, grouping and counting 
activities. Variety of 6 animals in 4 colours.   Size: 7cm 
average   Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Dinosaurs Counters Jar 

     112481   128pcs  .....................................     $42.95 

 

  It is fun learning by sorting the Tyrannosaurus from the 
Brontosaurus as well as the other dinosaurs. Soft plastic 
animals in 8 Shapes and 4 colours.   Size: 5cm   Age: 
3+ yrs 

   LCBF Farm Animals Counters Jar 

     112496   108pcs  .....................................     $39.95 

 

  Name and count the animals, match the colours or just 
have fun imitating the noises they make. Contains a 
variety of 6 farm animals in 6 colours.   Size: 3 to 3.5cm  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Sea Life Counters Jar 
     112496B   84pcs  .......................................     $35.95 

 

  Count and name the Sea life while participating in math 
activities. Contains a variety of 14 different shapes in 6 
colours.   Size: 5 to 7cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Garden Bugs Counters Jar 

     112492   144pcs  .....................................     $39.95 

 

  Line up all the garden bugs, name them, count them 
or sort them. A great learning tool for young enquiring 
minds. Contains a variety of 12 shapes in 6 colours.  
 Size: 4.5 to 5.5cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Fruit Counters Jar 

     112494   108pcs  .....................................     $39.95 

 

  Count the fruit, name the fruit or sort the fruit. Keep little 
minds busy playing shops or just having fun. Contains 
a variety of 6 shapes in 6 colours.   Size: 4.5cm   Age: 
3+ yrs 

   LCBF Transport Counters Jar 

     112495   144pcs  .....................................     $53.95 

 

  For children to learn about counting and sorting skills who 
enjoy trucks, planes, boats, cars, trains and helicopters. 
Contains a variety of 6 shapes in 6 colours.   Size: 4 to 
4.5cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Counting Pigs 
      137148   100pcs  ..........................................................................................................................     $79.95 

 
  Oink Oink. 100 magnificent wooden counting pigs. 50 dark and 50 light varieties for sorting and sequencing. A 
sustainable and cute alternative to plastic counters which bring fun to maths.   Size: 3cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Nuts & Bolts Jar 
     138976   32pcs  .......................................     $22.95 

 

  Develop the motor skills of twisting, turning & grasping 
with these easy to hold large size nuts and bolts.   Size: 
6cm   Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Counting & Sorting Kit 

     112497   over 650pcs  ........................................................................    $134.95 

 

  This kit contains over 650 colourful pieces for counting, sorting, patterning and more. 
Includes Bear Counters, Links, Coloured & Transparent Counters, Tiles, Blocks, Farm 
Animal & Fruit Counters, Sorting bowls, Activity Cards and Teacher Activity Guide.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

 This gorgeous range of felt products are 
made under Fair Trade in Nepal. The 
artisans come from the villages around 
Kathmandu and earn well needed income 
for their families. Designed in Melbourne, 
Australia, the toys and decorations are 
safe for children, handmade from natural 

fibres and dyed with non-toxic dyes. 

   Rainbow Crochet 
Sorting Bowls & Balls Set 

      137162   In Portable Play Jar  .....................     $49.95 

 

  Mathematical concepts begin with sorting. This high 
quality set of crochet balls and stacking bowls, provides 
opportunities to sort colours as well as sizes. The balls are 
1.5cm whilst the bowls range from 4 to 7cm diameter.       

   Felt Balls Sorting Set & Bamboo Tongs 

  
    137105   In Portable Play Jar  .....................     $44.95 

 

  Explore children’s higher order thinking with this felt 
sorting ball set. Use in a provocation and watch how 
children decide to sort and classify, is it by the colour 
of the stripe or the colour of the background. Bamboo 
tongs are included to extend fine and gross motor skills.  
 Size: 2cm balls    

   Wooden Spoon Set 

  
   137101   In Portable Play Jar 21pcs  ...........     $52.95 

 

  Open ended resource extending loose parts play into 
collections, this spoon set comprises of a variety of 
different wooden spoons. Perfect for using in everyday 
maths experiences to sort and classify or to use in role 
play.   Size: 8 to 10cm    

   Felt Rainbow Balls   
   136575   2.5cm 49pcs  ....................................................................................................................    $25.95 
   136576   5cm 28pcs  .......................................................................................................................    $39.95 

   Felt Rainbow Balls       136578   in Bowls Set of 7  ............................................................................................................     $119.95 
   Includes 7 balls in each bowl. Bowls measure 11cm diameter and the balls are 3.5cm diameter.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Jumbo Junior Bowls & Balls 

  
    136799   Set of 7  ...................................     $134.95 

 

  A vibrant rainbow coloured felt bowls and balls set 
for babies and above. Bowls measure 15cmDia and 
10.5cmH and the large balls are 5cm diameter. A great 
introduction to counting, sorting and learning different 
colours.      Age: 0+ mths 

  Felt Rainbow Balls   Felt Rainbow Balls   Felt Rainbow Balls   Felt Rainbow Balls 

   Grimm’s 100 Step Counting Blocks 

     139918   100pcs  ...............................................................................    $229.95 

 

  These educational Stepped Blocks are sturdy, vibrant, and pleasing to the touch. The 
vivid colours and precise dimensions will make the mathematical world of counting, 
fractions and decimals seem like an exciting adventure.   Size: 23 x 23 x 11cmH  
 Age: 12+ mths 
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   Grimm’s Sorting Balls 
      140161   Coloured 6pcs  ...........................     $30.95 

 

  6 Maple wood balls with a non-toxic stain are perfect 
for counting and sorting colours. Each ball is 4.5cm.     
 Age: 12+ mths 
for counting and sorting colours. Each ball is 4.5cm.     
 Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Stacking Bowls   
    140162   Coloured 5pcs  ...........................     $49.95 
    140163   Monochrome 5pcs  .....................     $49.95 
   139939   Natural 5pcs  .............................     $49.95 

 

  This set of 5 bowls is a versatile toy for children. They 
can stack and sort the bowls by size and colour, build 
with them, use them as a pretend cooking pot or plate 
or collect treasures. Made from Alder wood with a non-
toxic finish. The largest bowl is 9cm in diameter and 
21cm when all stacked.      Age: 6+ mths 

   Large Natural Sensory Sorting Set 

  
    136797   189pcs  ........................................................................................................................     $349.95 

 

  The ultimate sensory set is here. A whopping 189 pieces in total. A superb collection of 15 different products, each 
unique in size, shape and texture. Presented in a large, natural Albesia wood tray with 15 sectioned compartments, 
this is a great way to educate children about exploration, discovery, learning about different textures, sizes, colours and 
where things come from. A fantastic resource also for use in creating craft projects, adding a natural touch. Includes 
4cm wooden bowls & slices, large & small driftwood pieces, prickly & smooth shells, sand paper and texture blocks, 
wooden eggs & pebbles, 3cm felt balls and Flores Island Pink, Blue, White & Volcanic Lava stones. Magnificent value.  
 Size: 60 x 42 x 10cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tamarind Sorting Tray 

  
    136790   4 Compartments  ........................     $34.95 

 

  Constructed from Indonesian Suar wood, this Tamarind 
shaped tray has four compartments (9 x 3cmD) and 
features a stunning natural wood grain. Use for counting 
& sorting of our wide range of animal & fruit counters, or 
sensory stones.   Size: 44 x 15 x 4cmH    

   Tamarind Tray & Flores Island Sensory Stone Assorted Set 
      136791T    ......................................................................................................................................     $55.95 

 

  Set contains a Tamarind Suar wood sorting tray with four compartments, 10 Flores Island Pink Stones, 10 Blue Stones, 
5 White Stones and 5 Black Volcanic Lava Stones. The stones range from 4 to 6cm in size.   Size: 44 x 15 x 4cmH  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Flores Island Sensory Stones 

      136791   Assorted 30pcs  ..........................     $26.95 

 

  Set consists of 10 Flores Island Pink Stones, 10 Blue 
Stones, 5 White Stones and 5 Black Volcanic Lava 
Stones. The stones range from 4 to 6cm in size.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Mahogany Sorting Tray   
   137110   4 Compartments  ........................     $51.95 
      Size: 27 x 25.5 x 2.5cmH    

    137111   9 Compartments  ........................     $54.95 
      Size: 28 x 28 x 2.5cmH    

    Sorting &
 C

ounting 

  $54.95    137112   10 Compartments  ......................     $62.95 
      Size: 40.5 x 19.5 x 2.5cmH    

   137113   12 Compartments & Boxes  ..........     $89.95 
      Size: 34 x 26 x 6cmH    

   Mahogany Sorting Tray   
   137114   6 Compartments & Boxes  ............     $61.95 
      Size: 26 x 18 x 6cmH    

   137115   10 Compartments & Boxes  ..........     $69.95 
      Size: 43 x 18 x 6cmH    

    137153   Jumbo 10 Compartments & Boxes  .........................................    $159.95 

 

  A massive table long box made from Mahogany timber with dovetail joins, so it is more 
durable and can even be used outside. Use the 10 compartment boxes to sort nuts, 
rocks, sticks and other treasures or simply display art materials to inspire creativity. The 
7.5 x 7cmH boxes are removable for multiple applications.   Size: 81cm    

   Bamboo & Wooden Tongs 

  
    137134   3pcs  .........................................     $29.95 

 

  Three wooden tongs of varying sizes, each requiring a 
different approach for use. Two are made from Bamboo 
with an end wound in rope to make applying pressure 
slightly more challenging. The largest tong is 24cm 
ranging to the smallest at 11cm.       

   Wooden Tongs 

  
    137122   25cm ........................................     $12.95 

 

  Perfect for developing pre-writing skills such as fine motor 
development. Children will feel a sense of achievement 
as they master the art of using tongs to pick up, transport 
and release objects. May vary slightly in size as they 
are hand made.       

   Wooden Scoop 

  
    137159   Large 20cm  ...............................     $19.95 

  This high quality scoop assists in muscle strength, hand 
eye coordination, even mathematical concepts, such as 
how many scoops of sand can fill a bucket. The handle 
is perfect for a child’s grip and it is also robust enough to 
deal with the rigors of a classroom environment.       

rocks, sticks and other treasures or simply display art materials to inspire creativity. The 
7.5 x 7cmH boxes are removable for multiple applications.   Size: 81cm    

  Bamboo & Wooden Tongs 
 .........................................

  Three wooden tongs of varying sizes, each requiring a 
different approach for use. Two are made from Bamboo 

 Mahogany Sorting Tray s
 A high quality wooden range of Mahogany sorting trays are excellent value and provide sections for sorting, exploring natural 
resources, small loose parts and other treasures. In addition to sectioned trays, some items contain boxes that can be removed 
and used as additional sorting or storage areas. 

  $12.95 
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   Bauspiel Bead Board Set 

  
    136777   256pcs  ...............................................................................    $324.95 

 

  Bauspiel Bead Boards are playable on both sides, one side has 10 × 10 bead wells 
which are well suited for counting and arithmetic. The reverse side has 136 staggered 
hollows for creating patterns, pictures and pyramids. The use of the two plastic tweezers 
promote fine motor skills and dexterity. The 12 beautiful wooden bowls are the perfect 
size for children’s hands and invite them to sort the beads by colour. This awesome set 
contains 2 Bead Boards (31 x 31 x 2cm), 2 plastic tweezers, 12 wooden bowls (9 
cmH) and 240 x 2cm wooden beads with 20 per colour.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Pick A Peg 

  
   148072    ............................................................................................    $42.95 

 

  Pick a peg is a perfect resources for size and colour recognition, logical thinking and 
mathematic problem solving. This peg game contains 25 wooden pegs in five graded 
sizes (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 cm) and in five colours. Six printed wooden pattern cards (27 
x 9cm), and 1 slotted wooden stand with seven peg holes. Place the pattern card in 
the wooden base slot and match the correct colour and sized pegs. Made of plantation 
timber using non-toxic and child safe materials.   Size: 26.5 x 23.5 x 7cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Cuisenaire Learning Rods 

  
    148073    ............................................................................................    $47.95 

 

  The Cuisenaire learning rods include 222 wooden 1cm width unit rods in 10 lengths. 
The smallest piece is 1 x 1 x 1cm whilst the longest is 10 x 1 x 1cm. This is a great set 
for kinder and pre-schoolers to learn mathematics, counting, fraction and develop logical 
thinking. The set comes with 6 guide boards ranging from easy to difficult. This set is 
made out of plantation timber using non-toxic materials.   Size: 25.5 x 23.5 x 4.5cmH  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Bauspiel Junior Bead Board Set 

  

    136778   33pcs  .................................................................................    $359.95 

 

  This Junior Bead Board set consists of two double-sided bead boards (37.5 x 37.5 x 
2cmH), 6 felt cups (9cmH) and 36 drilled wooden balls (4.5cm). One side of each 
bead board has 25 hollows where the wooden balls can be placed to make patterns 
and early math & counting experiments. The wooden beads can be stacked on top of 
each other or even threaded together with string or twine. The reverse side has a built-in 
spiral groove, where coordination can be tested to balance the wooden balls or roll 
them back and forth to complete the track. The 6 felt cups are supplied in the same 6 
colours as the wooden balls.      Age: 0+ yrs 

   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks   
   138983   Jar of 250  .................................     $62.95 
   LCBF Pattern Block Picture Card Set   
   138985   20pcs  .......................................     $42.95 

   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks 
& Picture Card Set 

     138985T   270pcs  .....................................    $99.95 

 

  A combined set of pattern blocks (250 pieces) with 
pattern picture card set (20 pieces). A great way to 
explore patterns, shapes and colours. Fantastic versatile 
classroom activity.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  A combined set of pattern blocks (250 pieces) with 

timber using non-toxic and child safe materials.   Size: 26.5 x 23.5 x 7cmH   Age: 3+ yrs  Age: 3+ yrs 

  LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks 
& Picture Card Set 

  270pcs 
  A combined set of pattern blocks (250 pieces) with 

  LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks 
& Picture Card Set 

  270pcs  .....................................  $99.95 
  A combined set of pattern blocks (250 pieces) with 

  LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks   LCBF Wooden Pattern Blocks 

set includes two 
double sided 

boards

double sided 
boards
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   Quercetti Peg Boards Set 
     131665   Small 10pk  ...............................     $49.95 

 

  Set of small peg boards includes 12 connectors to link 
base boards together for group activities.   Size: 22 x 
16cmW   Age: 3+ yrs 

   131666   Large 10pk  ...............................     $69.95 

 
  Set of 10 flexible and unbreakable peg boards.   Size: 
28 x 20cmW   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Quercetti Pegs   
   131660   1kg Sml 1cm 2,400pcs  ..............     $59.95 
   131661   1kg Med 1.5cm 1,300pcs  ..........     $67.95 
   131662   1kg Lge 2cm 810pcs  ..................     $69.95 
          

   Mosaic Super Pegs   
   131684   240pcs  ...................................     $109.95 
      Size: 3.5 to 4.5cm    

   131685   Transparent Peg Board 6pk  .........    $94.95 

   Quercetti Pegs & Peg Board 
     131666T   Class Set (Approx. 4530pcs)  .....    $299.95 

 
  Set includes 3 x 1kg Peg Containers (one of each size) 
and a pack of both small and large boards.       

   131686   Model Cards 12pk  .....................     $39.95 

 
  Easy to follow, assorted pictures for children to use super 
pegs to create.   Size: 30 x 38cm   

  

     131687T   270pcs  ...................................    $269.95 

 

  Super set of mosaics. Large size pegs with 6 transparent 
peg boards and 24 model cards with easy to follow 
pictures. Pegs range from 3.5 to 4.5cm. The boards are 
30 x 38cm.      Age: 2+ yrs 

 Quercetti Pegs & Peg Board s

 Mosaic Super Pegs 

 Quercetti pegs provide an excellent workout for children’s 
hands whist they sort the pegs by colour and create patterns 
and sequences they are developing fine motor skills, hand-eye 
co-ordination, building cognitive functions and encouraging 
language development. 

 For tiny hands, large size pegs are easy to handle and fit on the boards. Presented in 4 shapes and 4 different colours it is 
possible to understand and make exact reproductions of the various models and mosaic patterns, which are easily fixed to 
the transparent base boards. 

 ...............................   $49.95 

  Model Cards 12pk   $39.95   $39.95 
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   Rainbow Pebbles Classroom Set 
      129642   302pcs  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................     $269.95 

 

  These Rainbow Pebbles are a great educational tool for a variety of sorting, counting, colour recognition and other activities. The set includes pebbles in an assortment of colours 
and sizes, along with a variety of activity cards to help get you started. This bumper value pack contains a total of 252 pebbles across 6 sizes and 6 colours, 47 activity cards and 
3 spinners.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Rainbow Pebbles Activity Set 
     138981   60pcs  ...................................................................................    $49.95 

 
  Early mathematics and construction manipulative. Set includes 48 pebbles in 4 sizes and 
6 colours, with 12 x 2-sided A4 activity cards.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Giant Wooden Weaving Frames 
     110837   Set of 3  .................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  These huge MDF weaving shapes are great for developing fine motor skills, designing 
and crafting, as well as reinforcing the names of the shapes and their properties.   Size: 
Each 45cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Threading Stars & 
Accessories 

     137107   In Portable Play Jar  .....................     $52.95 

 
  Set includes - 8 wooden threading stars, 1 multicolour 
2.8m length of wool and a silk scarf.   Size: 7cm stars    

   Wooden Threading Flowers & 
Accessories 

      137106   In Portable Play Jar  .....................     $52.95 

 

  Set includes - 8 wooden threading flowers, 2 
multicolour 2.8m lengths of wool and a silk scarf.  
 Size: 6.5cm flowers    

  Wooden Threading Stars & 
   Plastic Threading Animal Boards 

     113662   36pcs  .......................................     $29.95 

 

  A solid plastic, durable set of 3 ducks, 3 puppies and 
3 teddies in 3 vibrant colours. Includes 3 coloured 
laces for each shaped threading board, 27 in total.  
 Size: 15 x 19cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

  These Rainbow Pebbles are a great educational tool for a variety of sorting, counting, colour recognition and other activities. The set includes pebbles in an assortment of colours 
and sizes, along with a variety of activity cards to help get you started. This bumper value pack contains a total of 252 pebbles across 6 sizes and 6 colours, 47 activity cards and 

 ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................

45cm
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   Rainbow Beads & Threaders 
     113625   100pcs  .....................................     $24.95 

 

  Contains 100 x 2cm beads in 10 colours, 5 x 1 metre 
long plastic threaders and 10 double-sided bead work 
cards. All supplied in a storage tub.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Wooden Threading Beads 
& 4 Laces Assorted Jar 

     138979   176pcs  .....................................     $43.95 

 

  High quality wooden beads in four colours, two shapes 
and four sizes (1-3cm) and four threading laces.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Threading Laces 
     112420   12pk  ..........................................     $8.95 

 

  Very strong 90cm threading laces in 6 colours. Robust 
weave suitable for use in classroom and ideal for buttons, 
cotton reels, beads, lacing shapes etc.       

   Weaving Loom Set 
      137149   6pcs  ................................................................................................................................    $64.95 

 

  Children will be able to think about which patterns and colours they use to create designs from their own imaginations, 
in this traditional weaving set. Included are 2 large rectangle frames, a rainbow coloured wool skein, hemp skein and 
2 wooden needles.       

   Australian Merino Wool Skein 

      137150   Rainbow 180g  ..........................     $21.95 

 

  Made from Australian Merino Wool, this is a vibrant 
rainbow coloured skein (a length of loosely coiled or 
knotted yarn) that can be used in threading activities. 
Ranges in thickness from 4 to 15mm.       

   Masterkidz Jumbo Lacing Beads 

      133634    ..........................................................................................................................................................    $164.95 

 

  An open-ended resource to help encourage children with colour and shape recognition while developing fine motor skills. This can be 
used in intentional teaching activities or as part of play based learning. Includes: 4 x wooden stands, 8 x double-sided work-cards, 16 
x logical combination exercises, 12 x coloured threading laces, assorted beads, 1 x wooden tray and 1 x fabric storage bag. Made 
from quality European Beech wood (FSC). The tray measures 41 x 20 x 6cmH.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Natural Hemp/Cotton Skein 
      137151   280g  ........................................     $19.95 

 
  A natural, 3mm thick Hemp and Cotton blended skein for 
use in threading activities.       
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   Masterkidz Tangram Board 

  
    133610    ............................................................................................    $42.95 

 

  This colourful and sturdy Tangram puzzle is made of sustainable European Beech and 
Plywood. Children can put together the pieces in different combinations and shapes. 
The board provides some reference ideas for designs to help stimulate creativity. This 
is a great resource for fine motor skills and hand to eye co-ordination training. Also, a 
perfect developmental resource to stimulate logical thinking and creativity for little ones.  
 Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Attribute Blocks Translucent 

     113620   30pcs  .......................................     $12.95 

 

  Perfect for showing whole class activities on light panels 
or an over head projector. Includes 5 shapes, 2 sizes 
and 3 colours. Largest square measures 5 x 5cm.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

  Attribute Blocks Translucent   Attribute Blocks Translucent 

   Masterkidz Spiral Wheel Board 
      133611    ............................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  This resource will stimulate creative play and visual development as children discover 
the different ways of completing the puzzle. Made from European Beech wood.   Size: 
28 x 28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Rainbow Block & Fraction Set 
      133593   11pcs  ...................................................................................    $59.95 

 

  A set of sturdy and chunky wooden rainbow blocks in different transparent colours. A 
great early years introduction to basic fractions. Made of sustainable European Beech 
wood.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Translucent Geometric Shapes Set 

  
    133630   51pcs  ..................................................................................     $99.95 

 

  High quality set of translucent colourful tiles in different shapes, making the teaching of 
geometric shape composition simple and easy. A perfect combination with LED Light 
Panels as pieces are made of durable acrylic in precise colours so that children can 
also learn about colour mixing: red + yellow = orange, etc. This set comes in a sturdy, 
stackable Birch Ply wooden storage box.      Age: 3+ yrs 

 G
eo

m
et

ry
 

  Masterkidz Translucent Geometric Shapes Set   Masterkidz Translucent Geometric Shapes Set 

   Wooden Geo Shape Board 
      148081   19 x 19 x 2cmH  ........................     $27.95 

 

  A wooden puzzle with 9 different geometric shaped 
blocks to teach shape recognition. Made from sustainable 
plantation timber and non-toxic lacquer.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Wooden Tetris Block Puzzle 

  
   148076   15pcs  ........................................     $19.95 

 

  Tetris games are a well known and fun brain teaser. This 
is a wooden and child version that can entertain children, 
while helping their logical thinking. This puzzle is painted 
with food grade colour dye and natural oil. Made using 
plantation timber and non toxic, child safe materials.  
 Size: 20 x 20 x 2cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Voila Basic Versa Tiles Wooden Puzzle/Game 

     146884    ............................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  Children will be able to form innumerable and fascinating patterns by combining the 
8 squares and 16 triangles in 4 attractive colours. Included in the box are cardboard 
patterns that can be inserted into the wooden frame to play educational shape-matching 
games.   Size: 21.9 x 21.9 x 2.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Voila Versa Tiles Wooden Puzzle/Game 

     146885    ............................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  A set of 28 colourful wooden pieces. Offers unlimited scope for exercise of 
imagination and creative thinking. Included in the box are cardboard patterns that 
can be inserted into the wooden frame to play educational shape-matching games.  
 Size: 21.9 x 21.9 x 2.5cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Geoboards   
   146350   15cm Set of 6 .............................    $29.95 
   146351   23cm Set of 6 .............................    $46.95 

www.bellbird.com.au ON ORDERS OVER $200
FREE FREIGHT*

   Marbig Rubber Bands   
   123223   Assorted Sizes & Colours 280pk  .....    $3.35 
      Size: From 30mm    

   Grimm’s Stepped Pyramid 

     139948   Large 100pcs  ......................................................................    $299.95 

 

  Children will be introduced to such mathematical concepts as counting by multiples, 
proportion, sequencing, addition, subtraction, multiplication and even decimals. 
Learning has never been so much fun with this amazing block set.   Size: 46 x 46 x 
20cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

    140158   Small 100pcs  ........................................................................    $99.95 

 

  These smaller building blocks are perfect for table top play where wonderful 2D and 3D 
patterns and buildings can arise. Comes with a wooden frame. Made from Lime wood 
with a non-toxic, water based finish. The blocks range in size from 2 to 10cm and the 
frame measures 22.5cm.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Geoboards & Geobands Set 

  
   146352T   292pcs  ......................................    $74.95 

 

  Help children develop coordination, basic algebra and 
geometry skills as they manipulate different coordinates 
using rubber bands. Colourful double-sided geoboards. 
Size 6 x 15cm and 6 x 23cm boards with 280 assorted 
bands.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Grimm’s Stepped Pyramid 
  139948   Large 100pcs   $299.95    140158 
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   LCBF Vegetables For Sale Shopping 
Poster   

   138734    ..................................................     $8.95 
   LCBF Fruit For Sale Shopping Poster 

     138735    ..................................................     $8.95 

 

  ‘Shopping’ role play is a great way to use money in 
real life situations. Practicing giving change, adding 
and subtracting all give children life time skills. Each 
laminated poster measures 74cm x 50cm.       

   LCBF Play Money & Poster Super Set 
     139074T   216pcs  ...........................................................................................................................     $69.95 

 

  ‘Shopping’ role play is a great way to use money in real life situations. This bumper set provides all the resources 
needed to teach the concepts of understanding money. Includes four laminated posters, 106 piece play money activity 
wallet (notes & credit cards) and 106 assorted plastic coins.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Money 
Wise Activity Set 

     138731    .......................................................................................................................................    $59.95 

 

  Counting and understanding money concepts are skills that last a lifetime. These play money notes are approximately 
the size and colour of real currency. Money tray with lid and 12 compartments for notes, coins and credit cards.      Age: 
3+ yrs 

   LCBF Play Money Activity Wallet 
     138729   106pcs  .....................................     $21.95 

 

  ‘Realistic Australian Play Money’. Counting and 
understanding money concepts are skills that last a 
lifetime.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Australian Coins Plastic 

  
   139029   106 Assorted in Bag  ..................     $17.95 

 

  You will be delighted with the quality of these plastic 
coins. Enlarged in size so as to conform to our Australian 
laws, they will provide valuable assistance with the 
recognition and understanding of our Australian currency.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Money of Australia Poster 

     139074A    ..................................................     $8.95 

 

  Containing all images of current Australian currency. 
Place on the wall and children can easy identity money 
by sight. The children can draw on the laminated surface 
using a Whiteboard marker.       

   LCBF Groceries for Sale Shopping 
Poster   

   138732    ..................................................     $8.95 

  LCBF Money of Australia Poster 

  LCBF Groceries for Sale Shopping 

  $59.95 

  LCBF Play Money & Poster Super Set 
 ...........................................................................................................................

  ‘Shopping’ role play is a great way to use money in real life situations. This bumper set provides all the resources 
needed to teach the concepts of understanding money. Includes four laminated posters, 106 piece play money activity 
wallet (notes & credit cards) and 106 assorted plastic coins.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  LCBF Money 
Wise Activity Set 
  LCBF Money 
Wise Activity Set 
  LCBF Money 

Prices are correct at time of printing, but are subject to change without notice. 
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.......................................................................................................................................  $59.95 
  Counting and understanding money concepts are skills that last a lifetime. These play money notes are approximately 
the size and colour of real currency. Money tray with lid and 12 compartments for notes, coins and credit cards.      Age: 

  $59.95 
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   Masterkidz Sand Timer Set 
      133628   4pcs  ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $119.95 

 
  Durable sand timers, made of European hardwood and plastic. The 4 piece set includes one 1-minute, one 2-minute, one 3-minute and one 5-minute timer. Ideal for games, task 
timing and other time sensitive projects.   Size: 8.5 x 16cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Large Sand Timer   
   139470   1 Minute  ..............................................................................     $29.95 
   139471   2 Minute  ..............................................................................     $29.95 
   139472   3 Minute  ..............................................................................    $29.95 
    139473   5 Minute  ..............................................................................    $29.95 
   139474A   10 Minutes  ...........................................................................    $29.95 

   139474T   Set of 5  ................................................................................    $139.95 

 

  Virtually indestructible sand timers with moulded end caps and thick wall surrounds. For 
easy identification each timer is colour coded. Perfect for use in games, accurate event 
timing and experiments. Timers include 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 minutes.   Size: 7 x 16cmH  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Electronic Stopwatch 

     132565    ..................................................     $9.95 

 

  Hand held stopwatch with thumb and forefinger control. 
Accurate to 1/100 of a second. Features split/lap time, 
12 and 24 hour time, alarm, date functions and a handy 
wrist/neck strap. Water resistant.   Size: 5 x 7cmH    

 ...........................................................................

   Masterkidz Wooden Teaching Clock 

  
   132507    ................................................     $24.95 

 

  A dual sided, multi-functional timber teaching clock that 
encourages the learning of time. By turning the clock 
around, teacher’s can use the days of week, months, 
weather, seasons and temperature images as a talking 
point.   Size: 24 x 19 x 3cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Right On Time Teachers Clock 
     132528   30cm ........................................     $35.95 

 

  The easy-to-read clock face and minute markings help 
students see the relationship of the hour hand and the 
minute hand as they move around the clock.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Large Sand Timer 

 Measurement - Time 

  Masterkidz Sand Timer Set 
 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

  Masterkidz Wooden Teaching Clock 
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   Glass Eye Dropper   
   115034   20 x 60mm  .................................     $1.35 
  Bulk Buy & Save:  25  or more - each ............ $1.10 

   Plastic Pipettes Eye Droppers 
      125100   150mm  .......................................     $0.20 

  Bulk Buy & Save:  25  or more - each ............ $0.16 
          

   Giant Bulb Pipettes 
     125101   230mm 6pk  ..............................     $11.95 

 
  Each giant pipette has a volume of approximately 45ml.
       

 Measurement - Weight, Length & Volume 

  Glass Eye Dropper 
  115034   20 x 60mm  .................................   $1.35 
Bulk Buy & Save: 

   Plastic Measuring Spoons 
     113656   Set of 5  ...................................................................................    $2.95 

 

  Great for teaching children how to measure different objects, including liquids, sand or 
ingredients. Measures include 15ml (1tbsp), 7.5ml (1/2 tbsp.), 5ml (1tsp), 2.5ml (1/2 
tsp) and 1.25ml (1/4 tsp).       

   Plastic Measuring Cups 
     113655   Set of 4  ...................................................................................    $4.50 

 

  Set of 4 plastic measuring cups great for measuring ingredients or working out how 
much it takes to fill an object. Cup measures include 1 cup, 1/2 cup, 1/3 cup and 
1/4 cup.       

   Measuring Beakers 
     113668   5pcs  .....................................................................................    $14.95 

 

  These economical polypropylene beakers consist of one each of the following sizes: 
50, 100, 250, 500 and 1000ml. These polypropylene beakers are perfect for the 
everyday classroom needs.   Size: 7 to 15cmH    

  5pcs 

  Measuring Beakers 
  5pcs 

  Measuring Beakers 
  5pcs 

   Gluckskafer 
Cooking Accessories   

   113718   Measuring Jug 500ml  ...............................................................    $9.25 

Cooking Accessories 

   Tape Measure 
     113658   Tailor Style 150cm  ...................................................................    $3.20 

 
  Quality standard classroom fibreglass tape measures with metal ends. These measures 
will not tear, stretch or fray.       

50, 100, 250, 500 and 1000ml. These polypropylene beakers are perfect for the 
everyday classroom needs.   Size: 7 to 15cmH    

  113658   Tailor Style 150cm  ...................................................................  $3.20 

  Tape Measure 
  113658   Tailor Style 150cm   $3.20 

   113659   3m  .........................................................................................    $4.95 

 

  This handy tape measure features a rubberised case for strong grip and ease of use. 
Includes a thumb control blade lock. Adult supervision is recommended. Colours may 
vary.   Size: 5m    
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   Gluckskafer Wooden Balance Scales 

      113717    .....................................................................................................................................    $134.95 

 

  Perfect for teaching mathematical concepts such as heavier than, equivalent or less than. This beautiful crafted Waldorf 
balance scale is made from Alder wood, comes with stainless steel bowls to fill with 5 brass weights in gradual 
increments of 10, 20, 30, 40 & 50 grams, which is also perfect for learning units of measurements, addition and 
subtractions.   Size: 39 x 13 x 39cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Balance Scales with Carabinas 
     137109    .......................................................................................................................................     $34.95 

 

  A simple to store and transport wooden balance scale, perfect for use with buckets or bags. These give children the 
opportunity to explore weight as part of their play. Works equally as well in a sand pit, hanging from a tree or indoor 
in the block play area.   Size: 40 x 1 x 15cmH    

 Handcrafted with the greatest of care and made in the heart of Europe from European Alder wood, a 
high quality finely-grained, sustainable hard wood. 

   Drewart Wooden Scales 
     140321    ......................................................................................................................................     $99.95 

 

  These solid wooden scales by Drewart, make a great addition to your classroom. They can be used in imaginary play 
and also used educationally to teach concepts of weight and measurement. Made in Europe from sustainable Alder 
wood and finished with natural, non-toxic oils.   Size: 32 x 13 x 29cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Kitchen Scales 2kg 

     113657    ................................................    $19.95 

 

  These unique scales have transparent cases that 
allow you to see the working mechanisms. Very 
robust, all metric dial. Marked in 10g increments.  
 Size: 14 x 14 x 16cmH    

   LCBF Bear Counters Jar 

  
   112488   96pcs  ......................................    $41.95 

 

  96 bears in 4 colours, 3 sizes and 3 weights. This 
‘bear family’ is related by weight. 2 baby bears = 
1 mother bear. 1 mother + 1 baby = 1 father bear. 
3 baby bears = 1 father bear. Thus enabling colour, 
weight, size recognition, sequencing and counting 
activities.   Size: 25 to 40mm   Age: 3+ yrs 

  LCBF Bear Counters Jar 

   Wooden Counting Pigs 

      137148   100pcs  .....................................     $79.95 

 

  Oink Oink. 100 magnificent wooden counting pigs. 50 
dark and 50 light varieties for sorting and sequencing. A 
sustainable and cute alternative to plastic counters which 
bring fun to maths.   Size: 3cm   Age: 3+ yrs 
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